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U.S. Government Required Disclaimer
Stock, Futures, Forex & Options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk and it is not appropriate for
everyone. You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the futures and options markets.
Don’t trade with money you can’t afford to lose. This is neither a solicitation nor an offer to Buy/Sell any securities. No 
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown herein. The 
past performance of any trading system or methodology is not necessarily indicative of future results.  

Hypothetical Results
ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY 
PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT 
INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT 
FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN ACTUAL TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO 
WITHSTAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING 
LOSSES ARE MATERIAL PINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. 
THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE 
PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL OF WHICH CAN ADVERSELY 
AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM SOURCES BELIEVED RELIABLE, 
BUT IS NOT GUARANTEED AS TO THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS. PLEASE CHECK MARKET 
FUNDAMENTALS AND TECHNICAL CONDITIONS BEFORE CONSIDERING THESE OR ANY TRADES.

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL THE COMPANY BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, 
SPECIAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WITH RESPECT TO THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE 
AGREEMENT, LOSS OR DATA OR LOST PROFITS, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER OR NOT SUCH DAMAGES 
COULD HAVE BEEN FORESEEN OR PREVENTED.

CFTC RULE 4.41
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have many inherent limitations, some of which are described below. no 
representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown; in fact, 
there are frequently sharp differences between hypothetical performance results and the actual results subsequently achieved
by any particular trading program. One of the limitations of hypothetical performance results is that they are generally 
prepared with the benefit of hindsight. In addition, hypothetical trading does not involve financial risk, and no hypothetical 
trading record can completely account for the impact of financial risk of actual trading. for example, the ability to withstand 
losses or to adhere to a particular trading program in spite of trading losses are material points which can also adversely 
affect actual trading results. There are numerous other factors related to the markets in general or to the implementation of 
any specific trading program which cannot be fully accounted for in the preparation of hypothetical performance results and
all which can adversely affect trading results.

THERE IS A RISK OF LOSS IN ALL TRADING. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE 
RESULTS. ALL RESULTS ARE HYPOTHETICAL. NO IMPLICATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANYONE 
UTILIZING ANY OF THE SERVICES OF TRADERS AGENCY HAS OR CAN OBTAIN SUCH PROFITS AND 
RESULTS. THIS INFORMATION IS NOT A RECOMMENDATION TO BUY OR SELL AT THIS TIME, BUT 
MERELY A PRESENTATION OF TRADES STRATEGIES.
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Did you know there are five symbols you could be trading right now that have the potential to turn an 
average $1000 investment per trade into $100,845 over the next year?   

Hi, I’m [GURU NAME], a 10+ year veteran trader and senior instructor, and in this short report I’ll 
explain how this all works and why trading these symbols is such a great opportunity for 2020. (You 
can read more about my qualifications at the end of this report.)

This system is simple because we’re just monitoring and trading five symbols. We don’t have to follow
dozens or hundreds of symbols like some people who trade stocks or other investments may be doing.

2020 looks like an amazing opportunity for these five symbols. We expect some of the opportunities in 
these to last all year, while others will probably fulfill in the first quarter. So we see a lot of profit 
potential in this new year. We don’t often see this type of setup with so many symbols moving this 
much inside our buy zone. It really is a unique and timely opportunity to trade… and as we’ll explain in
a bit, it doesn’t take a huge amount of money to get started with this type of trading. There are some 
little-known rules that let investors trade the futures markets with as little as $500.

This is the trading prediction I’m showing my students. Almost on a daily basis I’m showing incredible
trading ideas of how to potentially take advantage of the day-to-day opportunities. The two main 
strategies I teach are spotting trades on these symbols with incredible accuracy.

Easily Managed Trading
You’ll love that this type of trading is simple to handle, so you won’t get overwhelmed. You don’t need
a team, an accountant, or special software to do this. So if you don’t have a lot of trading experience, it 
makes a good introduction.

You just need to understand how it works, be aware of the overall direction of these symbols, and know
when to get in and out of each one.

First though, I have to remind you that there is risk involved in trading. We are not Commodity Trading
Advisors. We provide our research, and what you do with it is ultimately your decision. Don’t trade 
money you can’t afford to lose.

A Sample Chart 

With that out of the way, let’s look at a sample chart (on the next page).

On this chart you can see where there were six passes between May and December 2019. Each one 
starts or ends with a red arrow (sell) at the top and a green arrow (buy) at the bottom. If you traded 
them all you could have made $53,400 in those seven months on an average $1000 trade. You’ll see 
more about how this works with some examples later in this report. I just wanted to show you how 
consistent this pattern is and how this research helps people make trading decisions. 
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We do intraday trading, so we get in and out of a position on the same day. We do live sessions with 
our clients so we can teach them when to enter the market effectively, how to manage the risk and 
reward, as well as how to position trade this for those who want to know. Buying and selling is just a 
matter of clicking a button.     

Before I go any further, let me explain a bit more about trading…

Candlesticks

Are you familiar with candlesticks on charts? If not, here’s a brief explanation. A candlestick is a 
symbol on a trading chart that shows the opening, closing, high, and low prices for a symbol in a given 
period (in our case, one trading day). If the price went down, the candlestick is shown in red (or black). 
If it went up, it’s green (or white). Only the area between the open and close is filled in color.

Candlestick charts are popular because they convey a lot of information in an easy-to-understand way 
and make it quick to tell if the price went up or down in a specific time period.
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Trend Lines and Our First Opportunity 

In the chart below you can see the upward blue counter trend line over on the right side. Notice the 
bearish (red) candlesticks that show people are selling, which drives the price down. The price got up 
to the horizontal blue trend line on top, then started going down. The price tends to “bounce” off the 
trend lines and start moving in the opposite direction. The space between the blue lines is called the 
channel. 

This one has a nice pattern of trading consistently within the channel, except for that one time just 
before the third red arrow where it went slightly above the upper line for a couple days. Then it settled 
back into that steady range we like to see. We see 890 ticks worth of opportunity at $10 per tick when it
makes a move from the top trend line to the bottom one. That’s a total of $8900. So far on this chart 
there have been six complete passes. If you had traded them all you could have made $53,400 ($8900 x
6) on an average investment of $1000 per trade during the day.   

See the small blue diagonal line on the right side of the chart? That’s called a counter trend line 
because it’s going in the opposite direction (up) from where the next major turn will take us. The point 
on the chart where that counter trend line hits the upper horizontal trend line is about where we would 
expect the price to start heading down. We call that a U-turn when the major direction changes. It’s just
another indicator we use to help in predicting, besides just the price hitting the horizontal line.

We expect the price to start going down after hitting that spot where those lines cross. You can see  
three other times that happened on the chart, where each of the red arrows are. The green arrows show 
where the price hit the bottom trend line and started moving up. Each of these periods of movement 
from top to bottom has lasted 15-30 calendar days on the sell side.   

During those shorter periods, we trade this symbol daily and ride the market as it rises or falls to its 
next U-turn.

See the red arrow above the upper trend line all the way to the right of the chart? That’s where we 
expect this symbol to start heading down again. Those red candlesticks starting at that point are a future
projection of what we expect to happen.
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Our Second Opportunity  

Let’s look at the chart below. This symbol has an average investment of $500 per trade during the day, 
and we predict 1376 ticks worth of opportunity at $10 per tick when it makes a move from the top trend
line to the bottom one. That’s a total of $13,760.     

I like to see lots of structure on the charts and history that repeats itself. This gives more assurance that 
the trends are real.

We would again be looking for a bearish (red) candlestick to appear to indicate another downward 
movement within the channel. It looks like that could start to happen within a few days after this chart 
was saved. 

From the previous months shown on this chart, there were four successful movements. Multiply that by
the $13,760 we mentioned, and that’s $55,040 of opportunity just on this chart up til today that people 
could have profited from on an average $1000 investment over an eight-month period. 

I teach in the live sessions how to take advantage of an upward break or a downward break, so 
whichever one happens, we’ve got you covered.

Our Third Opportunity

Notice how the symbol on the next chart has been establishing structure for the past few months, with 
higher highs and higher lows. So far there have been three U-turns off that bottom trend line and two 
off the top one. It looks like a third downward U-turn is starting to happen.
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Again, the fact that the trend line isn’t horizontal doesn’t affect our strategy. We’re still looking for this
one to trade within the channel. The downward green diagonal line is our projection of where we think 
this is heading.

With this symbol we see 2300 ticks of downward movement coming at $10 per tick after the upcoming 
U-turn, so that’s $23,000 total potential on an average investment of $1000 per trade.

No Day Trading Rule

A great thing about trading these symbols is that the day trading rule that applies to stocks doesn’t 
apply here. That rule requires day traders to keep a $25,000 minimum account balance, which puts it 
beyond the means of many people. With this type of trades, some brokers will let you open an account 
for as little as $400. 

Are you starting to see the patterns and the simplicity of the strategy here?

Imagine having a pro trader with you every step of the way, showing you what he’s doing based on the 
situation of the day...

Let’s cover another important element to watch for on the charts, breakouts.

Breakout: Our Fourth Opportunity

Here’s another chart pattern we need to understand, the breakout. That happens when the price makes a
solid move out of the established channel.

Consider this chart…  
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You can see how the channel was well-established for months. Look at the small green upward arrow 
on the right. That’s where it looks like a new low has been created. If that holds, the upper trend line 
will become the lower line of a new channel. The diagonal green line on the right is just a projection of 
where the price may go. It hasn’t happened yet, but when it does, we will be ready to get in on this 
trade.

This symbol has an average investment of $500, and we project a breakout of 1037 ticks at $5 each, a 
total of $5185.

I can teach you how to spot these breakouts and figure out the best entry point. Of course when you 
have the historical chart, anyone can look back and see where you should have entered. We need to be 
able to do that going forward. We do this using our proprietary strategies and systems that include 
probability, pattern recognition technology, and indicators that help us automate a lot of the analysis 
and spot the trades.

In live sessions with our clients, I teach them how to take advantage of the intraday margins, enter the 
market efficiently and effectively, and manage the risk and reward, as well as how to position trade for 
those who want to do so.

Our Fifth Opportunity: Another Type of Trade

Take a look at the next chart. This is the Nasdaq 100 Futures E-Mini. For about ten years, it’s been 
trending upward nicely. Each tick is worth $5, so a potential 10,000-tick opportunity translates to 
$50,000 for one E-Mini contract. That’s the bulk of the $100,845 total upside potential we mentioned 
in this report’s title.

As the saying goes, what goes up must come down. This one has been hitting higher highs and lows for
quite some time. That means at some point it will top out and come back down toward that blue trend 
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line. We project that correction will be worth about 10,000 ticks at $5 each, which is $50,000 on an 
average investment of $500 per trade.

We monitor this daily to see when it starts to take a dip, because we don’t know exactly when it will 
happen, and we want to be ready to take action when it does. We expect that trading opportunity to last 
about a year.

In the meantime we can still trade our other symbols since they move on different schedules, and we 
can take advantage of that along the way.

The five symbols we’ve covered in this report represent a total potential gain of $100,845 on an 
average $1000 per trade. We’ll use our proprietary strategies and systems that include probability, 
pattern recognition technology, and indicators that help us automate a lot of the analysis, spot the 
trades, and tell us when to act so we can take profits along the way.

So we can just focus on these five symbols and not have to track or research hundreds of companies 
like you might do if you were trading stocks or other investments.

I’ve got something special for you on the next page...
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Next Steps
Now that you know about the tremendous potential we see for trading over the next year, I'd like to 
show you more about how these strategies work and how you could apply them to your own trading. 
The best way for me to do that is with video, so I’ve put together a special on-demand, free webinar 
presentation for you.

On the webinar you'll discover:

• the trading opportunities we see for specific symbols over the coming months and why NOW is 
the best time to get started

• why we’re able to profit on 7-8 of every 10 trades we make (as much as 88.24% of the time)

• how to read a chart, even if this is brand new to you 

• why the trading strategies we use are so simple yet so effective (and how I used them to make 
an average of $554.76 per trading day)

• a new rule that lets you start trading with much less money than ever before – great for 
beginners!

• how to get a front-row seat to watch what expert traders are doing and how they see the current 
markets – without paying a fortune for the privilege

• how to intelligently manage your trades as a series of calculated risks, NOT gambling – if the 
market ever feels like a casino, you NEED to see this! (Yes, there is risk in trading, yet you can 
learn to minimize it to get better results.)

• all the symbols discussed in this report, revealed by name 

• plus more!

The webinar is a quick watch, just under 50 minutes, so it won’t take much of your valuable time. The 
replay is all set up and ready for you to see it.

Click Here to Watch the Webinar  [WEBINAR LINK]
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